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1.                              Introduction

I will restrict myself in this talk to phenomenological symmetries

of the baryon-antibaryon-meson vertices, or to the hypothetical symmetries of

quark-antiquark meson vertices, with remarks on meson-meson-meson vertices.
0

No attempt will be made to base such symmetries on field theoretical models or
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saturation properties of current commutators.  The ideas and methods used
1,2

here have appeared elsewhere.

There are two important themes that will be recurrent.  I would

like to state them at the beginning.  The first is the channel dependence

of a group like SU(6) which combines spin and internal symmetries.  The

second is the possibilityaf uing different compact groups in the direct and

crossed channels to derive relations that would follow from a single non

compact group valid in one of the channels.  Awareness of the channel dependence

of the group for the vertex is important for the removal of the well-known
3

difficulty. of groups involving spin with regard to crossing symmetry. The

channel dependence  also throws light on the relation between the groups SU(6)

and SU(6)w.  Finally, if we analyze an S-matrix element into vertices which may

be invariant under different groups, the vertex symmetry will not, in general,

survive for arbitrary scattering processes.  Thus we avoid any contradiction
3

with unitarity of spin dependent higher symmetry groups. Violation of uni-

tarity arises if the channel dependence of the group is disregarded.
4-7

There is a widespread belief that spin conservation, or any

invariance principle based on groups that involve conserved spin and internal

symmetries, cannot be valid for interacting relativistic particles.  This ie,

however, not correct.  It is true that the S-matrix, or the Lagrangian cannot

be invariant under such groups.  But the group certainly makes sense for

special vertices,   like a fundamental quark-antiquark-meson vertex, provided  the '   " "

fermions are on the mass shell (then spin is well defined for these fermion

states) and spin operators are appropriately generalized for the virtual

meson off its mass shell so that they coincide with the meson spin for a free

.
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meson on its mass shell.  In that case, the conservation at the vertex of the

sum of fermion and antifermion spins and the generalized spin of the virtual

meson becomes possible and leads to definite relations between relativistic

form factors.  A relativistic symmetry for the vertex is therefore the result

of the invariance of the vertex operator under a group of transformations that

leaves the free particle Hamiltonian invariant with appropriate generalizations

of the group generators for off-mass shell particles.  The purpose of intro-

ducing such generalizations is to find a group theoretical description of

relations between form factors that can be measured experimentally by means of

electromagnetic and weak interactions.

Relations between phenomenological form factors can be derived'

formally from non compact groups associated with the vertex.  An example is
8

SL(6,C) which was first introduced by Michel and Sakita  and independently by
9

other authors. Now we are faced with the following question:  does the

occurrence of such a group mean that we first have to classify one particle

states according to the unitary representations of SL(6,C),and then reinterpret

the vertex as the coupling of two baryons to infinitely many meson states? If so,

it is no longer clear that we are still dealing with our original problem: that

was the study of the symmetry group of a vertex that involves only a finite

number of baryon and meson states.  However, this is exactly the interpretation
10

of· the group SL(6,C) pursued  by some physicists.

We are now in a position to clarify our second theme which offers an

alternative, particle-finite interpretation of the group SL(6,C).  Because such

a group involves spin, it makes sense only in a definite channel.  As we go to

,the crossed channel, the group changes in a definite way dictated by the

-1
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analyticity properties 6f the vertex.  Now, a compact subgroup of SL(2,C), which

is the spin dependent subgroup of SL(6,C) will be the spin group SU(2) in the

annihilation channel for the vertex.  This spin group changes into the non com-

pact group SU(1,1) in the crossed channel.  On the other hand, a non compact

subgroup of SL(2,C) will become cempact after crossing.  When this happens, it is

advantageous to study the conse4uences of vertex invariance under a non compact

subgroup of SL(2,C) in the channel where this subgroup becomes compact.  Then

the unitary representation of the group is finite dimensional and involves only

a finite number of particle.s . for its interpretation. Because  of the analytic

properties of the vertex, by using one compact group SU(2) in one channel, and
.

another compact group St(j2) in the crossed channel we can obtain the same form

factor relations that follow  from  the non compact group  SL(2,C)   in the original

channel.  Thus the non compact character of SL(2,C) cannot have an absolute

significance with regard to the particle spectrum.

2.      The fermion-meson vertex in the M011er-Rosenfeld Model

To illustrate the ideas stated above we choose a very simple model
11

which is a simplified Mpller-Rosenfeld Model  of a Dirac particle without internal

degrees of freedom, interacting with a neutral vector meson and a neutral pseudo-

scalar meson, the two mesons being degenerate in mass.  For the moment we shall

ingore the internal symmetry group (SU2 or SU3) which is irrelevant as far as

spin independence is concerned.  The pseudoscalar and vector meson operators are

denoted  by  0  and V< respectively and their common  mass  is B, while the quanta  of

the fermion field Y  have mass m.  We also use the tensors

.•  •ir  i.••I"

1  3
2.1

(Fx,= 3      AF            and           .     Vxv  =     (BAVv-Bvvx  ).
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4.41 ¥**rp.'..

We shall consider the baryon-meson vertices in the annihilation

channel

.\,vu':\

2.2 B    +   B ,           =  Mq        ,                (q =I>+P')

where B  stands for the fermion on its mass shell with momentum p,  B ,

for the antifermion on its mass shell with momentum p' and M the meson

(0- or· 1-) off its mass shell with momentum  q= p + p'.  In the crossed

emission channel we have

2.3 B   -'B , +M ,    (q 9  p-p, )
P p q

where a fermion with momentum p emits a virtual meson with space-like momentum

q = P-P'.

Spin independence' is best formulated in the special Lorentz frame

-4            -4
where p + p' = 0.  This is the center of mass frame in the annihilation

I. -+ =).
channel (where q = 0) and the Breit frame in the emission channel (where q = 2p .

I.

Further, we take p along the third axis.

Because of the mass shell conditions

2.4 -PAPX = -PA PA = m2

2.5 ·

PO   =   pi      =       -8

2.6 ;  =   -F'        ,   F:     (   O,0,   &  4  -t         )

-       -
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where
-

2.7 S+t=482
and

I.

2.8 q  =4  8   'q=00

in the annihilation channel, while

=
2.9 qo   =   0    ,    q   =    (0,0,   arriD

in the emission channel.
D

We further assume that the vector field interacts with a conserved

current, so that the relation

2.10 BV =0k X

remains valid for the interacting field.  This gives                                j

2.11 ('AVA (q) = 0

in momentum space.  Thus, in the annihilation channel the surviving vector

-+
meson components are Vl (0) , V2 Gb , 36 and

have negative parity.  Also

2.12 i= 6 'fA 46 ,ri
-+

and in the center of mass system only the negative parity component 04 (0)

survives.  We may also replace the transverse components Vl and V2 of the
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12  V    = JEEl and *h'42 =   NZ in the annihilation chann  
vector field by qo   41   qo       0       0

Nl' and N2 are transverse time components of the field quantities  VkA
and have negative parity.  Similarly, in the emission channel we can char-

,\  Al:\

acterize the 4 independent degrees of freedom of the meson fields by means

of the positive parity components

2.13 1/(0, j.) 3   15'1,= '43(e, 4'),  /<'.=  1/.(e.f)   ,  4./°, i)-,  •C\.           /31''
/0\

3.        Conserved Spin Operators for a free Dinac Particle
D

In order to study the spin transformations of the Dirac particles

on mass shell for the fermion-meson vertex we now give a brief discussion of

the two kinds of conserved covariant spin operators, namely

U'*          =      j     H '6'     «7            ,                           -
't h 2. =0 j

611*. 3.1
y S n'V

and

3.2                          W                =        f      Hily     01,6-4            ,                  witk 1/'*Ay          )D u    =0
}Ly

where

6--+

' .3                                   H                  =      t        9-4    1-    1    fky

is odd under the charge. conjugation operator C, while

i 4-A

3.4                     H                                  -1-        f     61 2    2, fKAV 4 1-   '

L                           ·                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                2
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12

is even under C.   Both W  and W commute with the translation operatorsKv

P    Tf we use the familiar expansion
V

FAT ( 6 F vt·*                                t              -ir·*1

i   _i_   i  u cr,#, 423  6    +  v-4„ ·,) 49,€. (4, "i)

3-5                  'f   (2'      »     V   FI),   -,1      11-jE.    L                                                                                                                                                       -1,

for 9, introducing the particle and antiparticle annihilation operators  ar

and br   ' then, operating with WK  and w  on a one particle or one anti-Kv

particle state with zero momentum, we have

W 10> * i-Foll.Cat r a-- It, 616,) 1 0>1:"S3.6 %4 17>.=0 1
-                 2'      Cr  -

0
(9=  1,2,3)      ,

and

3.7 \°/ -              ar-Vt/ '-4 -o ,       1  88 k .   1 .   l 12 =    i   <4j' 646,«r,  4 6;  4,) 1 '.8
0 16, 1.

so that for states at rest

1

3.8   1/<   51 -St Sh& 2

and

3.9 1,    W  = i t t    S1 i*4b ik. 4 9 ...1 44**rT'.'.''

where Sa and Sb denote respectively the spin operators for .particles and

antiparticles.                                                                                                                                                                      '      ' *'1
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, \I.< .. '

The  operators  W<  and  WKA  do  not  have closod commutation relations.

In fact,

3.10 LK , < ] = c  KA  '.W

3.11       04        Wr, 1  =  2(firt'(.  , E. ViLT - i.,r Li.-9„.%(1/),e,tr, t,<, .4, )

However, on a one particle state at rest, the commutation relations close

and become identical with the group SU(2) 0 SU(2) generated by the non
12

-* ./

covariant operators S  and  S'     . As pointed  out by Fradkin  and  Good,

the polarization operators S  are the generators of the little group for

particle states associated with the Dirac equation.

4.                    Form of the Vertex Operator

We can write the matrix elements of the electric current operator

J  between two charged Dirac particle states as

t G ct,11.,crl
4.1     <21-JFC°)\F') *- LE (r') AA(pr·* )62(2) +4'*%  r  ·   J

provided the current is conserved,

4.2 3 3 (,)=0 ,Tr
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and parity conservation holds.  Here

4.3            t      (f; - tr   <T; - P.D,

and

4.4                 4     »     EL Ar v  'Sc Yx   Cfr + ri- )/ P - f 0  .*

The longitudinal and transverse form factors G£ and G  are pro-tr

portional to.the Sachs form factors GE and G , the proportionality factor

2   2
being 8/4m2 =pp/m   The initial and final Dirac wave functions analyzed

in terms of the two spin states have the form

4.5
u.   Ct)            (31    LLC  t,  ')    +      CUL    U.   C  t,  1)    ,

6. CT') cu i   a  (r,  'j   +    c*'1  44 (P:  2 )    ,

where

1          1 0 0'l e-t   1  64'   1 % =     1,4.6             lw, I i + 106). I   c

and

4.,                          iI   cr   ,  1  )    U.  (  r,  1  )    =
0 , u.  (1" 1,  A   .( s.v- ir,1)  .

The T-matrix element for the fermion-meson vertex, after removal of the
·· ,·  ···..·:.-

energy-momentum conservation delta function  is proportional to

L                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               -
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4.8                  
r  IP-)

1 (i, p')    =  1< FI  lt'ie)11#)<f"'  1.c«)11'', 97   --  <1'll.(.)1 1'2<01\f')117,
1      1

f'"
keeping  only  the one fermion intermediate states.     Here  J ,  is   the  con-

served current interacting with the *ector meson which is taken off mass

shell with space-like momentum q=p- p'.  Let

4.9                     V  I,)    =  co|  Vrco)  11>     .

By using  (4.1)  and  (4.4)  we may rewrite the expresssion r(v) (p, p,) given

by (4.8)as

F,lv,
4....A

4.10 (r,f, =  f,-a Lt'  )(fici) tr,- ri )Vict, +  1.Git)(1(t,-p:)v ,0 '<1),

where 9, 9    is  the  dual  of Vkv  =  (Bk -t V, 11 This  expression  can be  rein-

terpreted by means of the covariant spin density tensors introduced in

the preceding section.  Indeed we can write

4.11
£f,r') - 1-'0 1r(:»  ·  _ Lm  f 401\/1 (=)197 lii<0)<r'19(*)11.,  -

+ a  < ot V  (*), 17  Gt o, <r" Hk· '01 r> -124 V.YL Ky
where

&4
.-'

4.12
1 V  (2)   =     13     T E-('L)  3"  CY,f=)    ,27'J

and HK vj is given by (3.3), after replacement of y by theasymptotic field

Yin<*) .  We note that both densities -< and 11„ are
odd under C. Turning

to the pseudoscalar field, we know that C and P conservation at the vertex

1
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implies the existence of only one form factor F(t).  We can always write

the   T-matrix   for   the   ( cp - y) vertex  as

':
It

4.13 t"(*lr·r') = i G(r'J {Fit)¥rs·· (p'-r.)4,(,)3 u cr)    
      .

=  26... CO'Yxi')i,7 E   »  Flo)<,i H  (*) If)  ..kA»v                *v%-4 0
Thus, the pseudoscalar meson 9 interacts with the dual of the

spin density HL given by (3.4) which is even under C.
-A By                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              '

The final form for r is therfore

1.(V) 11 (+)
4.14 . r("I'.) =

1 (t,t')-+ 1   (r,t') ·

In the Breit system we have,

Er  - 1 -4

14(') Vi  +   ti   G a-1 (K,)16; 1 K,is)4.15
i"  (  1,  , r')  =   P.1   U. l-T) 214 tzen

+ F(t) t S i ·a.(F) 0 ....." I  .: i-'

This expression can be rewritten in terms of

f  LL (p, I) \ C  U  C & I I.)

4.16     U.(f) i / - 1

),    a), 7, 6»;'4 9,9

1      i«  C/' .2,  f       -     l    ,;-"fl). "/     I

We have from (4.5)

.

4.17 U.C ) = 2  Uct)t
where

.;.„,·.1: 1·MW,#Il" •,,·,
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.*-  \/ wl  \
4.18 CU 3

1 3 1

\' Lot /
and

- )
4.19 CE c r') =    U< r,)  CO  .

In the Breit System we have

:,
4.20                9-1 0

1 -h
1 4-s    ,   r  = -F ,

D

so that

-/
4.21

u     C  r ')    =       6.  c   -r)    =     #4  U. C  f  )

and we have

4.22                rcp  't"  ='  VI  U r,  eIGLE,V  *L G  Le)/K,<67+K*r 4)·1· fi')45 
2 In -t 4.2,k t': ,

-*

Taking p along the third direction, we find

*m -'p

4.23 E:i w (r,i) =  6, U(p, 1)  =   U, (r. ' ) ,      6;    u   (t,  42)     =   -    LL (P, 2-)

I'/

so that

4.24     s u= ,2,U   '   45; U=2,U   1 X462         1   ,U=S u n

where En are pauli matrices operating in the space of spin up and spin down
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states.  Thus

c u cr'*,) /Ucr,03
4.25

  3 ( ,+ (P, 2)/ = (-Ull"l)/ , e,«.

.

In general, the 2x2 polarization density matrix for a pure state

can be written As

,     t            f  «,f„'' f.   1-   t   IC„' tz-«,9 z   1    ·4.26 60 W
41-/ L

7,1,71 *11""1' ·····
Using th9 relations

il  2 E  ,4.27 Ul t.,  U cp,
= 4'&

<rn"

, \X... ''  

4.28 iltz  Uq,  =  O  ,
v<r)

we  obtain

'
*#n. ·

) +F(t) *28'0.)4.29
r'(1. r')  =  i- catliGic,)1:+   f;k Glt)(K,1, +  K,1*4 m°

where the meson operators have space-like momentum(0;0,0,2P3)·

Working in the annihilation channel we introduce the antiparticle

wave function

4.30
1.rct)   =    7(t   TATC t)   ,
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--i, ·,1·.1 41*rr •·.,

where

f **\ 1  A/

4.31 1 Q  ( t'· j , (17(, 1 + 1. ,*1* = 1),
/                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    s \,1/,4/1 14

is the polarization spinor for the antiparticle and

»-tr (p,2.)  )
4.32 T AT = 1v  v                          l         .v   (/,1 )  j

stands for the pair of spin up and spin down antiparticle wave functions.

Then, prqceeding  in the same way as above, we find, in the c.m. system,

MA.

4.»    r  er. t·, = i 'J Ins,i - c,(,)71 7, t S- 62,(N.2..41,#f,4)n-

where the meson operators  have   time- like momentum(2po;E).

It follows that the vertex operator in polarization space is pro-

portional to

f-7
60911. Fi -' 4 16     08(44  .·03    )

4.34 /
-

OF·

-

6 G. A...A) T.0,- G,Vs )
in the annihilation channel,and to

r, -·      (  Glv, *  F +,   4 CK,4 K,))
4.35    

, tit ( A,-c Ki) 6170 - T 0,   /
in the emission channel.
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5. ' Spin Independent Vertex.

C6nsider the unitary transformation

I f. A.              -i 5-1-

5.1         T ix)  = 6
1,(.)

e , C  ')'.,   4"1)   ,

where according to (3.7)

'.,                  5               1  f '"r   C e'l  15 5  44).,1.

are the spin operators, even under C, which coincide with Wij in the rest 4

system.  Using (3.5) as well as (4.16) and (4.32) we can recasty (x3 in the

form

5.3       /tit) - \/- -.     '"t ('; I,  e'r  -' 12 k#/r e-"Li,,Y en)3 jf-F

where,

AT

5.'           a;       Ce  c"    0,9,1      ,     Lt  =  (-6,(r,    6,4,')

Then, (5.1)gives

) FIT C .ft f .T T T'our'* tr '., ' -:r.'I)      1 
s.,    7 (*) = '1/62 j fF  l'+T vT C.   -1. b, vvf e
where.

\
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1   2-  7& 1
..· ··r · I•:I-·

5.6  U       T,   T        e    I N
r                                                                                                        

   I

We can also write, from (4.17)
, -'T ..."

-6 <.                     24 4   .r

5.7                       ,{.t   C    >  . =   Lot   l.1  C   
) 00 r  fi  Z       .       U   (1')   >

so that under the unitary transformation (5.1) we have the following

transformation laws for the polarization spinors:

W*-4        .6
2. CO )

-s:  2.T*
4 -4

5.8               ,                          *                         _11    2  ·   p           +

X = .6 z
1

X being the polarization spinor of the antiparticle.

-•···'11:·, ff#rY.....

We see immediately from (4.33) that invariance under the"spin

transformation" (5.1) implies

G      2 9)                           ,             C   9    7  4  «r' 2)    ,5.9                          Gr  (S)
,\,\,M:

l>L

in the annihilation channel, provided   (V3,   Nl, N3) trans form  like a vector

under the SU(0) group (5.8).

Remembering stt = 4m2, if we continue the equality (5.9) analyt-

ically to negative values of s we obtain

5.10
G    c  t) =         fi        GA   (t)                   1

(t 7 0),
1                    27'1

in the emission channel.
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13
On the other hand let us consider the unitary transformation

..S v  .·s')4-,Sl>1
&   3.   L.+   1' S  v,  1- c 'S  J '22' & -: 3-, i

5.11             9/'/(se)        6     '

'

f (1) /23 )

where S3 is the third component of·(5.2) and

t

5.12 St = k j dir (.aks ar -- 1':,1 Ir )

are the "odd" spin operators that coincide with W c in the rest system.  The

polarization transformation induced by (5.11) is
D

_i-  S     ,/    _   L   (2,  V,   +  f·* vi)      ..)6
LO   ---9     j                                             (41.  3 <-3  3       4

,

5.13                            .         7( *   ·-·o          -e                ,                                                                                     -

Z 2  4-               k--
L  11   +    1·   C  Z,6  -t

We obtain invariance under this SU (2) group in the emission

channel if the even parity operators (03' Kl' I<2) transform like a vector,

leading to the relation

5.14 F (f-) =  G  (t)  .
-62

If we make €90 we obtain a relation between the renormalized pseudo-

scalar-meson-fermion and vector meson-fermion coupling constants (the so-called

magnetic coupling constant) which is the same as the Mbller-Rosenfeld con-

dition for spin independence.  Thus, spin independence in both channels gives

5.15
F Co   =     21     iff)   =     G  (t) .02'nt
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On the other hand the relations (5.15) can also be obtained by

requiring invariance of the vertex function (4.29) in the emission channel

only under the non compact group SL(2,C)
-7

.-7         .-                    1-i Z·y-F I ..t:   4
f    ) 2. CL)

5.16 W *A   U                    /

·* I' "r '  '..-

provided that the even parity operators (V , Kl' 1<2' 3) transform like the-

4-vector (5,4) representation of this SL(2,C) group which is isomorphic

with Homogeneous Lorentz transformations.

. We can also obtain the same relations (5.15) from the annihilation

channel only, if in addition to (5.16), the antiparticle polarization spinor

also transforms like
0-„ -„ '.    .9

L<·y-LE·Fl ·*A                        .L                      z
1 -4 -2, . 'f .5.17
2                                                                    1

The non compact groups leading to (5.15) can be represented by

non-unitary transformations    on   4  (x).        For the group    in the annihilat ion

channel we have

-1
.#..'9 r, ':0*rr, ·' "'

'    i  )      =        -(1-      LY  (*  )  -El       ,5.18       91' <

where ,\\,\

7-> .-9 -.4 1 -R
·r S . V(0.    +

€5.19                                                   2

while for the emission channel, we must use (5.18) with
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i I

c il'Al f, Slpa +651/lit + fi 9, + Si v, -, Sl 4
5.20 12= e e

The relation

5.21 Gitt), F(l)

would follow from the non compact group
;

S 3 i -Sj 43

5.22 ;  1,  c x. )   -O 6 4    C ·7)      42Lf                        I
.

together with

1 23 4
1       <· i 1

5.23
(1/  »  2-3  0, )   =

.e (   Vo   -,   2 3  '1'3  )  '0

Thus we have established the following result:  if the fermion

operators transform according to the non compact group (5.19) in the

annihilation channel and the odd parity meson operators transform like a

4-vector, then by analytic continuation we find that the fermion operators

transform according to (5.20) in the emission channel and the even parity

meson operators transform  like a 4-vector under   (5.20).     The form- factor

relations implied by any of these non compact groups are also obtained by

applying the compact group SU(2) in the .annihilation.channel and the non

compact group SU (2) in the emission channel.  Both these groups can be

implemented by unitary transformations in Hilbert space.
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6.                        Concluding Remarks

The spin groups SU(2) and SU (2) in the respective annihilation

and emission channels can be combined with internal symmetry groups SU(2)

(isospin) or SU(3) (unitary spin) to give SU(4) and SUw(4) or SU(6) and

SU (6) for the vertex.  The form factor relations implied by SU (6) are

6.1        F.(L-) = .1  t (1)
for the pseudoscalar octet and vector nonet couplings to octet baryons, the

.......'...:=-I

SU(3) type of the coupling being D+  F.  In the annihilation channel SU(6)

gives

6.2                                                G      (S)    =        r         C     (S)
1               . 0   - 4

for the two form factors associated with the coupling of vector nonets to

octet baryons,the coupling being F-type.  Both (6.1) and (6.2) can be

derived in the annihilation channel only by using the non-compact group

SL(6,C) in the center of mass system or the group SL (6,C) in the emission

channel in the Breit System.  Both these groups are 6 parameter-subgroups

of SL(6,C) R SL(6,C) generated by the operators S , iS  ; S , iSn.  As shown

in Ref. 1, the compact part of the group leads to the following relations
14

some of which were previously derived by several authors: -'. · ·11' 1 *mnrr, ·

5                  1          14\

6.3                            Cp   LE)           G   7 t.ti      =        r   1  2, )
, \,\: 4   1

M  / Al

6.4                              G     (t)   =   O , (,N  le)    IS 9 lt)  =    -  2  j 3     ,
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where B is the average mass of mesons and m the average mass of baryons and

GE and GM are electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon.  Another relation is

6.5            F (t) =  f  G  6,) -L .-

f   C     ( t)   \fi--.WHKA/)   .
-

BWN 3              5  N 4           4

74 3  iNN

15
Using the conserved current theory together with the limit of (6.3) and

(6.5), we find

3        i                        6
6.6               C 1- G 3/A T E   -l a/ .-I'n ri /7 i.AA ,

<2 inn)< (fr) .

where B is the proton magnetic moment and G. the pseudoscalar coupling
P

constant of pions with nucleons.

4 '               1, or,L   2112    f-(i)    r   ' '.,
-

F (01    -  t.,  Fc .)   ..,166.

n NN E->0                 '
1 •

From (6.6) we obtain

6.8     (Gin.f/4 n = .2.4 ,
16

in excellent agreement with experiment.  We also find

6-

6.9 < G t(C-)  ,
nt

17

which is consistent with a recent experiment. The constancy of the ratio

(6.3) and the validity of the two relations (6.4) are 6ther well know experi-

* *
mental facts.  The decuplet relations, like the width of N  and the N Ay
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transition moment.are not correctly predicted, although the order of magni-

tude is right.-'The F/D ratio (2/3) is about right and .: not very sensitive

to the breaking of the group.  The correct values of these quantities in
18

function of· one mixing parameter is given by a configuration mixing theory.

Finally, we remark that spin independence is obtained only for the

=

meson- feritilun ver.tex when fermions   are s=li particles   and the mesons   are   0

and 1-.  Other vertices will not exhibit spin independence.  In the quark

model they can be analyzed into a combination of spin independent quark-meson ·

vertices, but because spins are not additive, spin independence is lost for the

total vertex.  What we obtain instead is the suppression of linear combinations

of form factors associated with multipole transitions:  Such a principle of

lowest multipole coupling consistent with C,T,P invariance seems to be opera-

tive for strong interactions.  The main problem is now to construct a

dynamical model from which the principle can be derived.  It is just possible
19

that the non integrated current algebra will provide an answer in the future.

4 41:·1/";;F···,·,

However,   I   feel   that the arbitrariness in introducing non conserved "charges"

can be removed by choosing "charges" which are conserved in the free particle

limit. The commutation relations   for such "charges"  will not close in general,
Lthe 1 -.4.

but as  we have shown  for spin operators ;will
close on definite states.     In

this way, unphysical groups like SU(6,6) are automatically eliminated.

I thank L. A. Radicati, R. Roskies, and H. Bitar with whom I have

discussed the ideas exposed above.
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